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FLATLAND ANNOUNCES FULL CAST FOR SEQUEL
Stars of Community and Star Trek Join Cast
Austin, TX— October 10th, 2011
Star Trek Captain Kate Mulgrew and Community's Danny Pudi have joined the cast of
“FLALAND 2: Sphereland”.
Kate Mulgrew is best known as "Captain Janeway" from Star Trek Voyager. She will
voice the role of the Over-Sphere, an ever-curious, four-dimensional explorer who
imparts wisdom to other characters through riddles and questions.
“Casting Mrs. Mulgrew as the Over-Sphere is a dream come true. Her strength and talent
perfectly compliments the character's role in the film.” commented Writer/Director Dano
Johnson.
Danny Pudi plays the role of Puncto, an excitable and humorous astronomer. As Abed
Nadir on NBC's Community, Danny has developed a strong and passionate following. He
was attracted to the project because of its educational mission.
“Danny brings the perfect match of intelligence and humor to the role. His character
plays a very important role with the lessons of the movie and we know audiences will
love his entertaining performance!” remarked producer Seth Caplan.
Mulgrew and Pudi complete the cast joining Kristen Bell, Michael York, Danica
McKellar and Tony Hale.
The project is based on Edwin A. Abbott’s classic novel Flatland: A Romance of Many
Dimensions and Dionys Burger’s sequel Sphereland. Flatland is a world that exists
entirely on a two-dimensional plane. Set on the eve of Flatland's first mission into their
“outer-space," the story presents intriguing puzzles that challenge our understanding of
mathematics, physics, and the shape of the universe. Full of action, humor and
educational lessons, "Sphereland" will delight and educate audiences of all ages.
The project is currently in production in Austin, TX and will be completed in 2012. The
program is part of an educational DVD to be used by teachers in the classroom.
Customers can sign up for an instant coupon by visiting www.spherelandthemovie.com.

